
Courses under responsability of Collège d’Alma 
https://www.collegealma.ca/offres-

emploi/ 

Courses will be offered in the community of Listuguj between January 9 and May 12, 2023 

Send your application with the competition number before 4:00 p.m. on Monday November 28, 2022 

Courses Code Hours Éléments of compétency Individual links 

Self-defence  109-DEF-AA  45 

1. Describing the legal context of the physical intervention. 

2. Assessing the dangerousness of a combat situation. 

3. Taking on a safe stance. 

4. Correctly blocking and dodging. 

5. Correctly throwing. 

6. Assessing one’s intervention. 

https://www.collegealma.ca/offres-
emploi/physical-education-109-

program-wildlife-protection-jca-1d-
geligatmug-gmitginu/ 

 

Roles and 
legal 
responsibilitie
s of wildlife 
protection 
officers 

310-FP2-AA 60 

1. Explaining the roles of different agencies in the 

protection of wildlife.1. Describing the legal 

requirements of operations. 

2. Assessing the legality of the officer’s interventions. 

https://www.collegealma.ca/offres-
emploi/officer-of-the-court-

techniques-310-program-wildlife-
protection-jca-1d-geligatmug-

gmitginu-2/  

Drafting 

reports 
310-FG2-AA  60 

30 
1. Collecting the necessary elements. 

2. Drafting texts. 

https://www.collegealma.ca/offres

-emploi/officer-of-the-court-

techniques-310-program-wildlife-

protection-jca-1d-geligatmug-

gmitginu/ 
 

30 

1. Drafting a daily report. 

2. Receiving a report. 

3. Drafting an offence report, investigation report, noxious 

animal report, etc. 

4. Drafting legal documents. 

5. Filling out various forms. 

6. Joining reports. 

English 
pertaining to 
one’s field of 
studies   

604-A22-AA 45 

1. Identifying the meaning of a spoken message pertaining 

to one’s field of study. 

2. Identifying the meaning of a text pertaining to one’s field 

of study. 

3. Verbally communicating a brief message pertaining to 

one’s field of study. 

https://www.collegealma.ca/offres-
emploi/english-second-language-

604-program-wildlife-protection-jca-
1d-geligatmug-gmitginu/ 
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Courses under responsability of Cégep de la Gaspésie et des Îles https://cegepgim.ca/en/job-offers/ 

Courses will be offered in the community of Listuguj between January 9 and May 12, 2023 

Deadline to apply: November 27th 

Courses Code Hours Elements of competency Individual links 

Wildlife 
habitats 

147-FF4-AA 45 

1. Defining a data collection methodology. 

2. Collecting data pertaining to the geology of a territory. 
3. Collecting data pertaining to a territory’s plant component. 
4. Collecting data pertaining to a territory’s hydrological 

component. 
5. Identifying species that make up a territory’s fauna. 
6. Collecting and analysing information pertaining to the 

requirements of the targeted wildlife. 
7. Collecting and analysing information pertaining to the 

dynamics of the targeted species. 
8. Assessing the state of fauna and its habitats. 
9. Summarising information. 

https://cegepgim.ca/en/job-
offers/teaching-position-acs-wildlife-
protection-wildlife-habitats/  

Wildlife and its 
environment 

145-FF3-AA 90 

AK62 
Describing 

the 
interactions 

between 
fauna, the 

environment, 
and users  

1. Describing the manner in which wildlife species adapt to 
their environment.  

2. Identifying the modifications made by animals to their 
environment. 

3. Identifying wildlife species based on clues left by animals. 

4. Describing the major hunting, fishing, and trapping 

techniques.  

https://cegepgim.ca/en/job-
offers/teaching-position-acs-wildlife-
protection-wildlife-and-its-environment/  

AK63 
Defining a 

wildlife 
territory 

1. Defining a data collection methodology. 
2. Collecting data pertaining to the geology of a territory. 
3. Collecting data pertaining to a territory’s plant component. 
4. Collecting data pertaining to a territory’s hydrological 

component. 
5. Identifying species that make up a territory’s fauna. 
6. Collecting and analysing information pertaining to the 

requirements of the targeted wildlife. 
7. Collecting and analysing information pertaining to the 

dynamics of the targeted species. 
8. Assessing the state of fauna and its habitats. 

9. Summarising information. 

Stay in a 
natural 
environment 
winter 

145-FF8-AA 45 

1.  Coexisting and working as part of a team in a natural 
environment. 

2. Adopting preventive measures. 
3. Navigating in a natural environment. 
4. Traveling in a natural environment. 
5. Fulfilling one’s needs regarding shelter, food, and security. 
6. Using bush communications. 

7. Applying survival techniques. 

https://cegepgim.ca/en/job-
offers/teaching-position-acs-wildlife-
protection-stay-in-a-natural-environment-
winter/ 
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Equipment 
maintenance 

145-FF9-AA 45 

1. Following the maintenance schedule. 
2. Making small repairs. 
3. Identifying needs for new equipment. 
4. Finding information about the equipment. 
5. Purchasing equipment. 
6. Making use of specialised maintenance and repair services. 
7. Making an inventory of the equipment. 
8. Keeping the premises clean and in order. 
9. Ensuring the maintenance of camps, trailers, and their 

equipment. 
10. Safely storing equipment. 

Upcoming once start date of course has 
been determined 

 

 

College postings soon to be announced 

Courses Code Hours Elements of competency Individual web links 

Stay in a 
natural 
environment 
winter 
(TECHNICIEN) 

145-FF8-AA 22,5 

1. Coexisting and working as part of a team in a natural 
environment. 

2. Adopting preventive measures. 
3. Navigating in a natural environment. 
4. Traveling in a natural environment. 
5. Fulfilling one’s needs regarding shelter, food, and security. 
6. Using bush communications. 
7. Applying survival techniques. 

Upcoming 

Equipment 
maintenance 
(TECHNICIEN) 

145-FF9-
AA 

22,5 

1. Following the maintenance schedule. 
2. Making small repairs. 
3. Identifying needs for new equipment. 
4. Finding information about the equipment. 
5. Purchasing equipment. 
6. Making use of specialised maintenance and repair services. 
7. Making an inventory of the equipment. 
8. Keeping the premises clean and in order. 
9. Ensuring the maintenance of camps, trailers, and their 

equipment. 
10. Safely storing equipment. 

Upcoming once start date of course 
has been determined 

 


